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Forum on Indigenous Peoples’ 
Development Issues in Africa 

Concept Note 

Date: 11th – 12th February 2013     Location: Sheraton Hotel, Tunis, Tunisia 
 
I. Introduction 
 
Indigenous peoples and minorities could be understood to be peoples with specific 
identities, histories and cultures. Such peoples could be characterized as non-dominant, 
vulnerable and disadvantaged. In differentiating between indigenous peoples and 
minorities, indigenous peoples have an attachment to a particular land or territory and/or 
had a way of life (e.g. pastoralists, hunter/gatherers, nomadic or other) that may be 
threatened by national policies and affected by the shrinking of their traditional resource 
base.”   
 
The issue of indigenous people is politically sensitive in Africa.The question of who are truly 
indigenous peoples in Africa has sparked controversial debates, with most African 
Governments often contending that all Africans are indigenous to Africa and that no 
particular group can claim indigenous status. The controversy surrounding the issue of 
indigenous peoples in Africa can be attributed to their identification as people that have 
historically belonged to a particular region or country before its colonization or 
transformation into a nation state. These groups may have different cultural, linguistic, 
traditional, and other characteristics to those of the dominant culture of that region or state. 
This notion of dominance has justified the position of most African States that “indigenous 
empowerment” could unnecessarily fuel division and favor the breakout in micro-nations 
that are detrimental to development. 
 
Articles 20 and 22 of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, adopted June 27, 
1981 by the Organization of the African Unity emphasize that all peoples shall have the right 
to existence and to the social, economic and cultural development of their own choice and 
in conformity with their own identity. This may well apply to indigenous peoples. 
 
II. Indigenous Peoples in AfDB’s Policies 
 
The African Development Bank (the “Bank” herein) recognizes and respects the sovereignty 
of its member countries, including national legislation and policies relating to indigenous 
peoples, and takes into account its responsibility to ensure the equality of opportunity for 
all African people. Furthermore, the Bank recognizes that its operations and assistance to 
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regional member countries (RMCs) should not negatively affect the welfare and interests of 
any vulnerable people, indigenous peoples inclusive. 
 
The Bank acknowledges the right to participation in decision making as essential for the 
development of a truly inclusive and just society. Engendering respect of Human Rights and 
good governance in its member countries is equally important to the Bank, while the 
accountability for application of international legislation and standards rests with its 
shareholders.   
 
The Bank has social and environmental policies that apply to all of its operations, including 
public and private sector projects and policy-based lending. The Bank is also finalizing its 
long term strategy (2013 to 2022) that hinges on two objectives – inclusive growth and 
green growth. The Bank’s Long Term Strategy emphasizes inclusive economic growth that 
produces wider access to economic opportunities for Africans across age, gender, ethnic 
and geographic divides, including indigenous peoples.  While the Bank does not have a 
stand-alone policy on indigenous peoples, it recognizes the importance of integrating 
indigenous peoples’ concerns in its operations. 
 
The Bank does not have specific policy references on Indigenous Peoples but makes 
references to ethnic and regional populations in its policy and strategic documents. This 
position largely reflects the concerns expressed by African States with regards to the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP). Only the Integrated 
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment Guidelines (IESIA, October 2003) used the 
term “indigenous peoples” in a section on preserving quality of life and outlining 
enhancement and mitigation measures.   
 
The Bank is currently updating its safeguard policies and developing the Integrated 
Safeguards System (ISS). In drafting the ISS, the Bank decided to mainstream IP concerns 
into overall operational safeguards. Operational safeguards recognize the pivotal role of 
local and indigenous communities as custodians of cultural diversity and biodiversity. 
Factors that have influenced this decision include the lack of any official definition of 
“indigenous” by any UN body that is unanimously and internationally accepted. Additionally, 
concerns expressed by some African countries at the 8th ordinary session of the Assembly 
of the African Union, on 30 January 2007 on the political, social and constitutional 
implications of the UN Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous peoples contribute to this 
decision. . 
 
Furthermore, there is no harmony in the way that other multilateral financial institutions 
treat indigenous peoples as reflected in the Common Framework on Environmental 
Assessment agreed upon in 2005. AfDB, UNDP, EIB and EBRD have mainstreamed 
Indigenous Peoples into their Safeguards System, while the World Bank, the Asian 
Development Bank and Inter-American Development Bank have standalone policies. 
 
In the ISS, issues concerning indigenous peoples are integrated in a number of essential 
social safeguard principles, such as: consideration of community impacts, vulnerable groups 
(including minorities, women, indigenous people and cultural heritage); adoption of free, 
prior and informed consultation; and establishment of genuine grievance and redress 
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mechanisms at the project level. Other key issues related to indigenous peoples are also 
inserted at the appropriate level in all other Operational Safeguards, especially in the 
Operational Safeguard on Involuntary Resettlement. The Operational Safeguard reiterates 
the Bank’s commitment to support countries’ efforts to adequately deal with internal 
displacement and protection of the rights of vulnerable groups, especially indigenous 
people. 
 
During the regional consultations on the ISS, some groups argued for a standalone 
safeguards policy on IP. Many others expressed concerns that the IP issue is very sensitive 
and potentially divisive if not handled properly. Some stakeholders feel that indigenous 
people should be treated as a category of vulnerable people urging that African countries 
have distinct and varying vulnerable groups and therefore preparing a stand-alone policy is 
over-emphasizing the issue of indigenous people and is a misplacement of the Banks 
priorities. It is urged that the treatment of the issue of indigenous people should reflect the 
views of the Banks RMCs. 
 
In dealing with the issues of indigenous people in its operations, the ISS is built to recognize 
and respect the sovereignty of the Bank’s regional member countries, including national 
legislation and policies relating to indigenous peoples. The ISS also takes into account the 
Bank’s responsibility of ensuring equality of opportunity for all people; Bank operations and 
assistance to regional member countries (RMCs) should not not negatively affect the 
welfare and interests of all, including indigenous peoples. Additionally, the ISS has 
introduced protection of IP assets including intellectual property and natural resource base. 
Ths ISS also provides for improvement of IP livelihood when a project intervenes in their 
geographic areas.  
 
Representatives of IP organizations urged the Bank to place more considerations on their 
issues, including developing a standalone safeguards policy on IP. The Bank Group 
president, Dr. Donald Kaberuka, urged the group to engage and dialogue more with the 
Bank with a view to enhancing their genuine participation in development as well as 
improving their livelihoods by ensuring the flow of development benefits into their 
communities. The Bank had also commissioned an independent study on the issue of IPs in 
Africa to better understand how both governments and financial institutions interact with IP 
groups.   
 
This forum has been developed to create the space for the IP groups and other stakeholders 
to share their experiences with the Bank and to set the tone for the Bank’s future 
engagement with the IPs to ensure that they benefit from economic growth as detailed in 
the Bank’s Long-term Strategy. The Bank will also share its experiences as well as the result 
of the independent study at the forum. 
 
III. Objectives of the Forum and Expected Outcomes 
 
The objective of the forum is to bring together a panel of experts, indigenous peoples 
groups, other relevant stakeholders and the Banks Management and Staff to share 
knowledge and experiences on the issues of Indigenous People in Africa. Representatives 
from African countries will be invited to share their experiences and what informed their 
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decisions whether or not to sign UNDRIP. The forum will also engender a healthy and open 
discussion on ways of enhancing the participation of IP in development decision-making and 
securing the flow of development benefits in an inclusive and sustainable manner into their 
communities. The forum will also offer Bank staff the opportunity to reflect on their 
experiences, identify lessons learned and share and discuss specific case-studies of Bank’s 
interventions. 
 
This forum will also provide an opportunity for the IPs to discuss their issues with a wider 
audience providing an improved participation of indigenous peoples in discussing with the 
Bank to ensure indigenous peoples can influence/have control over their development.  
 
Expected outcomes will encompass the following:  
 

1. Enhanced knowledge sharing between African Development Bank, Development 
Partners, IPs and a wide spectrum of other stakeholders. This will especially be 
achieved through an exchange of experience and Knowledge by other MDBs, the Banks 
staff and RMCs  

2. Facilitate elaboration of guidelines for RMCs. The forum will inform the Bank’s 
decision to establish guidelines and programmes on indigenous people, in 
accordance with international standards to ensure, functional and culturally-
sensitive mechanisms for full and effective consultation, participation, of indigenous 
peoples on programmes which may affect them directly.  

3. Harmonization with other MDBs and International Financial Institutions (IFI). Good 
policy regime by the Bank will facilitate increased harmonization and further 
coherence with other MDBs and IFIs which will enhance development effectiveness, 
increase efficiency and reduce administrative burdens and costs. 

4. Harmonization with RMCs policies, regulations and practices on indigenous peoples. 
The Forum will partly inform the ongoing study of indigenous people which is 
expected to clarify expectations, benchmarks and support for the use of existing 
policies/country systems related to indigenous peoples. Where the borrowing 
countries lack the necessary laws and policies to protect indigenous peoples, the 
Bank policy/guidelines on indigenous peoples, will help provide the missing 
protection and concurrently strengthen borrower capacity. 

 
IV. Organizational Arrangements 
 
The forum will be organized by ORQR Department under the guidance of the FVP/COO, Mr. 
Emmanuel Mbi. It will take place on 11th and 12th February 2013 in Tunis at the Sheraton 
Hotel. A list of invited participants is attached as Annex 1 and the tentative agenda is 
attached as Annex 2 
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Annex 1:  Invited participants 
 

 Organization Numbers 

 AfDB (Bank-wide) including Top Management and Staff 80 

 Indigenous Peoples of Africa Co-coordinating Committee (IPACC) 6 

 MDBs, MFI’s (World Bank, IaDB, AsDB, EBDR, EIB etc.) 20 

 CSOs/AfDB CSO Coalition of AfDB 3 

 Global Environment Facility safeguards 2 

 African Commission on Human and Peoples Rights (ACHPR)/AU 2 

 African Commission’s Working Group on Indigenous Populations 4 

 Key bilateral (UNEP, JICA, AFD, NEFCO, DFID, PROPARCO etc.) 10 

 RMCs (signatory to the UN Declaration of 2007) including 2 Government Ministers 8 

 RMCs (Non-signatory to the UN Declaration of 2007) ) including 2 Government Ministers 8 

 RMCs that have implemented AfDB projects in areas inhabited by IPs 3 

 Academic scholars on IPs in Africa 3 
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Annex 2:  Proposed Agenda 
 

 

          
DRAFT AGENDA – AFDB FORUM ON INDIGENOUS PEOPLES DEVELOPMENT 

ISSUES IN AFRICA 
11th – 12th February 2013; Sheraton Hotel, Tunis 

 

DAY ONE – Monday, 11 February 2013 

SESSION ONE – OPENING PLENARY - Dr. Simon MIZRAHI, Director ORQR. 

08h00 – 09h00 Participants Registration 

09h00 – 10h00  Welcome remarks by Director, ORQR  

  Statement by Vice President/Chief Economist 

  Official Opening by President 

10h00 – 10h30  Tea break 

SESSION TWO – OVERVIEW OF INITIATIVES ON INDIGENOUS PEOPLES DEVELOPMENT ISSUES BY STAKEHOLDERS: 

Moderator: AfDB First Vice President/Chief Operating Officer 

10h30 – 10h45 Presentation of the African Perspective on Indigenous Peoples issues in Development in the context 

of  the UN DRIPs - African Commission on Human & People’s Rights  - (ACHPR) 

10h45 -  11h00 Survey of continental initiatives on Indigenous Peoples rights (Academia/Consultant) 

11h00 – 11h45 Discussion 

 11h45 – 12h00 Laying out the African Indigenous Peoples Issues and overview of initiatives since 1997. The 

Indigenous Peoples of Africa Coordinating Committee (IPACC)  

12h00 – 13h00 Discussion 

13h00 – 14h00 Lunch break 

SESSION THREE – OVERVIEW OF INITIATIVES ON INDIGENOUS PEOPLES DEVELOPMENT ISSUES BY MULTILATERAL 

DEVELOPMENT BANKS; Moderator: ACHPR  

14h00 – 14h20  Overview of the World Banks initiatives and programmes related to Indigenous Peoples of Africa.  

14h20 – 14h40 A working Partnership with Indigenous People – An Asian Experience Asian Development Bank  

14h40 – 15h00 Mainstreaming Indigenous peoples issues in development in the South America – Inter-American 

Development Bank 

15h00 – 15h45  Discussion 

15h45 – 16h00  Tea break 

16h00 – 16h30  Presentation of AfDB strategies and initiatives related to Indigenous Peoples of Africa – African 

Development Bank   

16h30 – 17h30 Discussion 

17h30 – 18h00 Wrap up of Day One 

18h30 – 20h00 WELCOME RECEPTION 
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DAY TWO – Tuesday, 12 February 2013 

SESSION FOUR – EXPLORATION OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ ISSUES: THE ROLE OF THE AFDB - WORKING GROUPS 

08h30 –10h30  Group I:  Critical issues in safeguarding IP’s livelihoods 

 Group II: Potential for economic and social development for IPs in Africa  

10h30 – 10h45  Tea break 

10h45 – 11h15 Presentations from Working Groups 

SESSION FIVE – STRIKING A WINNING PARTNERSHIP WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN DEVELOPMENT Moderator: 

Ms. Cecelia AKINTOMIDE VP/SG/ SEGL 

 11h15 – 12h30 Policy roundtable on conclusions and recommendations on STRIKING A WINNING 

PARTNERSHIP WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN DEVELOPMENT 

 

Panelists:  

 AfDB First Vice President/COO (Chair) 

 IPACC 

 Manager ORQR.3 

 Representative of an RMC signatory to UN Declaration of 2007 

 Representative of an RMC who is not a signatory to UN Declaration of 2007 

 Director ORPC 

 Director, EADI 

12h30 – 12h45 RECAP of the meeting and acknowledgements - Mr. Simon MIZRAHI, Director ORQR. 

12h45 – 13h00 Closing Remarks – Mr. Emmanuel Mbi, AfDB First Vice President/Chief Operating Officer,  

13h00 – 14h00 Lunch break and Departure 

 

 

 
 


